BUBBLE’S SPRING
The proposal offers a living and dinamic garden with different
areas, architectures, paths, pools and service spaces, in order to
produce a new and unique location for the hotel guests.
The climat of the island makes us to think about some circular,
introverted and cozy spaces, which host some different functions, where people can chill out and spend their free time
relaxing in the pool, or reading among the trees. The circle-areas are linked toghether with different paths, which follow the
circular shape of the architectures, increasing, in this way, the
flexuous trend of the urban plan.
-Central Circle: the biggest central circle contains the the main
function: the gastronomic centre. Its effimeral wooden palapa
shape generates a visual dialog with the nearest hills and volca-

nos, and it can be seen from far away. During the night it can
host events, led shows, etc.
-Nature Circle: it is a monumental and hypogeum construction
with a relaxing pool, where the sound of the waterfall create a
unique and quite place.
-Pool circles: these two spaces host two pools, the first one, the
relaxing pool, is located on the east-side of the plot, suitable for
people who
looking for tranquility; whereas, the other, playing pool, is located close to the main street, suitable for families with children.
-Events Arena: it is a circular space for every kind of open air
event. It can host concerts, open air cinema, sports events, etc.

-Sport Circles: these small circles can host different kind of
sport activities: soccer, tennis, beach volley, etc.
Every circle contain the main services, like loos and dressing
rooms. The circles are made with local materials, and the
project try to avoid an overbuilding process, thanks to its low
impact deisgn. The proposal offers a lot of natural places where
people can walk, running, and, in general, enjoy the endemic
nature of the island, plant among the circles, e.g.:
- Aloe vera
- Phoenix Canariensis
- Euphorbia Balsamifera
-Tamarix Canariensis
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